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    Should Australia consider bringing back conscription?
Read more
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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Submit a story        Got a great story idea for Contact? Let us know about it.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        UQ Stories        You can now listen to your favourite Contact stories.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Digital editions        Feeling nostalgic? Revisit our digital editions of Contact. 
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                              Hate conflict? Our expert advice can help


                                  

      For anyone who would accept an incorrect food order over raising it with the wait staff – this article is for you.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Podcast: Paralympic champion keeps fire burning amid COVID-19 chaos


                                  

      How does a swimmer prepare for a Paralympics when no pools are open for training? Hear from Paralympic champion and UQ student Lakeisha Patterson as she prepares for the Tokyo Olympics in the shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Behind the pages of Brisbane's oldest book fair


                                  

      Brisbane bookworms can look forward to the return of the city’s oldest book fair – although, it might not be the one you think.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              A journey to  self-discovery


                                  

      No transgender journey is the same. UQ's Director of Student Employability, Dr Dino Willox, is living proof of that.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Engineering a life change


                                  

      Associate Professor Dr Pauline Pounds knew she wanted to be an engineer at the age of five, but it wasn’t until she was 35 that she realised she was a woman.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Remaining in love on the road to self-discovery


                                  

      Blessed with a loving partner and two beautiful children, Dr Simone Blomberg accepts that her trans journey has been more fortunate than most.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Love finds a way for UQ couple


                                  

      Two UQ students are beginning life as trans men together after almost 10 years as a couple.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              UQ by design: a fountain of knowledge


                                  

      Join 'Contact' each month as we take you on a virtual guided tour, providing a brief overview of UQ's design pieces and where you can find them. This month, it's our fabulous fountains.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Start the conversation: recommended reads from Indigenous authors


                                  

      One of the best ways to meaningfully contribute towards Reconciliation and justice for Indigenous peoples is to educate yourself, particularly by reading Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander authors. 
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    Connecting you with news from UQ's Indigenous community






    


      



  


  
    

    
    
        
      
    

	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.
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Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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